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Electronic Control Panel Key

Displays the freezer temperature. Controlled by the
COLDER and WARMER keys on the control panel.
Illuminates or flashes if the condenser needs cleaning
or if the electronic control panel has detected a problem
with the unit.
Illuminates when the ice maker is on. Activated by the
ICE MAKER key on the control panel.
Illuminates when MAX ICE is activated. Controlled by
the MAX ICE key on the control panel. The MAX ICE
feature remains active for 24 hours after key is pressed.
Illuminates when the water filter cartridge needs to
be replaced.
Illuminates when the alarm is activated. Flashes and
chimes when the door has been left ajar. Controlled by
the ALARM key on the control panel.
Illuminates when the air purifier is activated. Flashes
when the air purifier cartridge needs to be replaced.
Displays the refrigerator temperature. Controlled by the
COLDER and WARMER keys on the control panel.
Thank you for making Sub-Zero part of your home. As
the refrigeration specialist, Sub-Zero is wholly committed to
preserving the freshness and flavor of your food and to
ensuring your enjoyment of our products.
For service and support, or to register your Sub-Zero,
you may reach us 24 hours a day at 800-222-7820, or visit
us at subzero.com.

Use and Care

1

Condenser
Clean condenser every 3 to 6 months using a softbristle brush. To clean, turn the unit off, flip up
the grille, and brush and vacuum the condenser
in the direction of the fins (up and down).

2

Water Filtration System
Replace water filter cartridge when indicator light
on control panel is illuminated. Cartridge is expected
to last up to 1 year. To order new cartridges, call
800-222-7820 or visit subzerowolfstore.com. Press and
hold the water filter reset button located in condenser
area for 5 seconds to reset after changing filter.

3

Air Purification System
Located inside refrigerator on right-hand side of back wall.
Replace air purifier cartridge when indicator light on
control panel is flashing. Cartridge is expected to last up
to 1 year. To order new cartridges, call 800-222-7820 or
visit subzerowolfstore.com. After replacing cartridge,
press and hold PURE AIR key for 5 seconds to reset.

4

Refrigeration Drawers
To remove, pull open until drawer stops. Lift front of
drawer slightly and pull straight out. To reinstall, push
the drawer slides back into the refrigerator, align
drawer with the slides, then push the drawer straight
back onto the slides. Press downward on the front of
the drawer to engage the slides.

5

Removable Dividers
To remove, lift divider up until it stops. Rotate divider
counterclockwise. Reverse these steps to replace.

6

Overhead Lighting and Control Panel
To replace bulb, slide light shield slowly back until
the slots on the side of the shield drop past the
mounting studs. See reverse for more information
on the electronic control panel symbols.

7a

Ice Bucket (non-dispenser model)
To remove bucket, pull the bucket toward you until
it stops, then lift it out. Bucket refills from empty in
approximately 24 hours.

7b

Ice Bucket (dispenser model)
To remove the ice bucket, pull the bucket out part of
the way, then rotate the right side of the bucket as you
continue to pull the bucket out. IMPORTANT NOTE:
Ice may fuse together if not used regularly. To avoid,
empty ice in bucket monthly.

8

Freezer Baskets
To remove, pull out until basket stops. Behind
the bottom corners of the front face of the basket
are metal clips. Pull the metal clips forward, then
lift and rotate the basket up. To reinstall, push drawer
slides back into the freezer. Align and push the
basket onto the slides. Press down to engage clips.

9

Dairy Compartment
Maintains the ideal humidity and temperature for
dairy products.

10 Door Shelves
To remove, slide up and out of the guide tracks.
To reinstall, place in desired position and slide down
into the tracks.

11 Adjustable Shelves
To remove or adjust a shelf, tilt the shelf up at the
front, then lift it up and out of the tracks on the
rear wall of the refrigerator. If the door opens only
90,̊ lift and pivot the end of the shelf nearest the
door and remove.

